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In March 2014, the Israeli marketing company Sociometric Solutions revealed
a database containing names, ages and contact details of over 4.5m children.
The data was used to collect income and expenditure information on behalf of

client companies to improve their market research. The leak included over
14k unique email addresses. In November 2013, an individual carried out a
"plug and play" exploit that allowed any user to decrypt messages sent to
other phones. Through a chain of telecommunications companies and ISPs,
the individual was then able to reach the Turkish market where he used the

pretext of " marketing " to gain access to the target phone. Within a matter of
minutes, he was able to decrypt the contents of a phone's memory including
a private chat history, hundreds of text messages and photos, contacts and

call logs, and names, birthdates and genders of those in contact. The
researcher was not able to access any personal messages and declined

requests to decrypt messages for this article. In May 2013, the marketing
consultancy firm Ometria discovered a small collection of data including 2.4
million email addresses of people who had given access to their Facebook

accounts for sale to third parties. Nearly 16m records were accessible over a
period of six days. In November 2012, a mass leak of employee details on
more than 100 US companies was discovered. The data was found on a

Macbook belonging to a marketing employee of the University of Tennessee.
Some of the data was unencrypted on a local hard disk whilst some was

unencrypted as email attachments which included thousands of unique email
addresses of university employees and faculty members. The other files

included employees' full names, home addresses, phone numbers,
employment titles, and information about their children. 2.7M unique email

addresses were uncovered in this leak.
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In August 2015, the
marketing software and

web hosting provider
Cyren.com was targeted
by a security researcher

to obtain two files
containing the passwords
of an unknown number of
users. More information
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is available from
Phishinglabs.com. The
Japanese social media
networks service Yota,
their app and a mobile

payment provider service
were all breached in

March 2017. The hacking
resulted in the exposure

of personal data
belonging to 6.4M users.
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The largest segment of
the affected users

included school and
university students. The
target of the attack is
believed to be a third-

party marketing service
provider which is a

provider of advertising
service for smartphone
applications. The data
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had been stored in
external systems and the

breach had occurred
since 2014. The affected
users suffered a loss of
personally identifiable
information including

names, email addresses,
phone numbers, phone

numbers, residential
addresses, and user IDs.
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In October 2017, US
marketing services

company The Exchange
announced the

compromise of their
database containing
nearly 700,000 email

addresses. The Exposure
claims that the data was

released in error
following a routine
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backup in November
2017 that failed to
sanitise the file. On
investigation, the

database included the
city and postal address,
gender, date of birth,
phone numbers, and

names of the Exchange
employees who were

likely responsible for the
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leak. On August 21st
2019, the Indian mobile

messaging app Telegram
faced a data breach
which exposed 1.2

million email addresses
and (believed) hadhed

passwords. It is believed
that the data was

obtained through an
internal service which
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was not properly
secured. The leaked data
was initially uploaded on

the web by an
anonymous user under

the name
“UseWiseData”.
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